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ABSTRACT
Melodic similarity is a complex concept that manifests itself in a

number of Music Information Retrieval (MIR) tasks such as query-

by-humming and cover song detection. Typically, similarity models

are based on intuition or heuristics; thus, applicability to broader

contexts cannot be guaranteed. We argue that data-driven tools

and analysis methods, applied to melodies known to be related, can

provide us with information regarding the fine-grained nature of

music similarity. Interestingly, melodic and biological sequences

share a number of parallel concepts; from the natural sequence-

representation, to their mechanisms of generating variations, i.e.,

oral transmission and evolution respectively. As such, there is a

great potential for applying data-driven scientific methods and tools

from bioinformatics to music. Our paper relies on such methods

to a) acquire new knowledge through a melodic stability analy-

sis and b) model global melodic similarity and apply it to a re-

trieval/classification scenario.
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1 SUMMARY
The current digital age allows listeners to stream massive collec-

tions of music. In addition, the proliferation of music streaming

services has raised the listeners’ interest in the accompaniment

chords, the lyrics, the original versions of a cover, and many more

scenarios that service providers cannot deal with manually. This

development brings Music Information Retrieval (MIR) to the cen-

tre of attention. The field includes research about accurate and

efficient computational methods, applied to various music retrieval

and classification tasks.

Such tasks require us to build representations of previously seen

classes (e.g., sets of covers of the same song), which can be only
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compared to a query (e.g., a cover song whose original is unknown)

by means of a meaningful music similarity function. A robust MIR

system should model the fuzziness and uncertainty of the differ-

ences between two musical items perceived as similar. However,

this “knowledge”, the exact mechanics of perceived similarity, is

still unknown or incomplete. This is not surprising considering

music’s inherently complex nature.

To overcome, or avoid addressing the aforementioned issues,

manyMIR approaches to similarity rely on cognition studies, expert

heuristics, music theory or formalized models in general. However,

all such approaches have limited explanatory power and fail to

generalize. In contrast, this paper focuses on acquiring knowledge

on music and melodic similarity in particular from the data itself.

Since data-driven methods and tools have been under development

for years in bioinformatics, and since biological and music sequence

share resembling concepts, we investigate their applicability inside

a musical context.

First, this paper tackles the concept of meaningful and musi-

cally significant alignments of related melodies, by applying the

bioinformatics structural alignment metaphor to music motifs. Our

results reveal that the Mafft multiple alignment algorithm, which

uses gap-free sections as anchor points, is a natural fit for multi-

ple melodic sequences; a strong indication of the importance of

musical patterns for melodic similarity. Trusted alignments using

Mafft allow to organize melodic variations such that melodic sta-

bility/variation can be analysed. We therefore present a stability

analysis free of heuristics or biases that might have been introduced

following other approaches.

Secondly, this paper investigates the modelling of global melodic

similarity. We capture the probability of one note to be changed

to another in a variation and create musically appropriate note-

substitution scoring matrices for melodic alignment. We then put

these matrices successfully to the test by designing retrieval and

classification tasks. Our data-driven modelling of music similarity

outperforms the naive ±1 matrix, indicating that indeed some novel

knowledge is captured. Additionally, we show that variations inside

a melody can be an alternative source for modelling the similarity

of variations among tune families or cliques of covers.

In general, we show that bioinformatics tools and methods can

find successful application in music, to answer in a reliable, data-

driven way a number of important, on-going questions in MIR.

We argue that data-driven approaches, such as ours, constitute an

ideal balance between the two occasionally contradicting goals of

MIR, problem solving and knowledge acquisition.
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